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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
AS AN ACADEMIC

DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTS
2008 – RNA Biology starts requiring authors to update Wikipedia
2012 – PLOS Comp Biol starts publishing ‘topic page’ review format
2013 – Gene starts Gene Wiki Reviews
2014 – Open Med puts Wikipedia page through peer review
2014 – WikiJMed publishes first issue
2018 – PLOS Genetics also starts publishing ‘topic page’ format
2018 – WikiJSci & WikiJHum publishes first issue
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WIKIJOURNALS

Landing page: https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/WikiJournal_User_Group
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW AS AN ACADEMIC
Open Access

All published articles are openly accessible under a
free Creative Commons license

Free to publish

Fully non-profit, run by volunteers and foundationsupported so have no publication charges of any kind

Public peer-review

All article peer reviews are published and
publicly accessible

Wikipedia-integrated

Appropriate material is integrated into
Wikipedia for added reach and exposure

Summary page: https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/WikiJournal_User_Group/Publishing

SOOOOO… WHO PAYS?
Paywalled/Subscription journals
Reader pays

‘Gold’ Open Access journals
Author pays

‘Diamond’ Open Access journals
Supporting institution pays
For WikiJournals:
-

Authors, reviewers, and editors donate volunteer labour

-

Wikimedia Foundation (the not-for-profit that hosts Wikiepdia)
Covers web hosting and basic software development costs
Provides grant funding for technical editors and more specialist software development
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Open Access

All published articles are openly accessible under a
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PEER REVIEW TRANSPARENCY
When given the choice,
majority of peer reviewers
agree to have their identity
open

For anon peer reviewers,
fields of expertise listed

% open identity reviewers

Peer reviewer comments
and author responses public
Enables quality-control
auditing by public

year
https://w.wiki/3Bvb
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW AS AN ACADEMIC
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WHY WIKIPEDIA-INTEGRATION?
Thesis
1-10

Median Wikipedia page
10,000 pa

Readership includes:

Median
Journal
Paper
800
Top 5%
Journal
Paper
3,000

Top 5% Wikipedia page
1,000,000 pa

Shafee T (2017) Wikipedia-integrated publishing: a comparison of successful models. Health Inform. 26(2)

Researchers
Students
Patients
Journalists
Clinicians
Lawmakers
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Covid-19
400,000 per day
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A WIKIJOURNAL’S PUBLISHING FLOW
Publication
Preprint
server

Public
peer review

PDF

HTML

doi

Citable
Stable
Indexed
Version of record

Highly accessed
Broad readership
Editable and updatable
Wikipedia-integration
WikiJSci Editorial Board. (2018). The aims and scope of WikiJournal of Science. WikiJSci 1(1)

ACADEMIC AND WIKIPEDIC VERSIONS
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Reviews (encyclopedic) → whole WP page
•
•

Affine symmetric group
Beak and feather disease virus: biology and resultant disease

Mini-reviews (narrow scope) → WP page section
•

EXAMPLE ARTICLES
JOURNAL → WIKIPEDIA

Epidemiology of the Hepatitis D virus

Images and image galleries → used across WP pages
•
•

Cell disassembly during apoptosis
Medical gallery of Blausen Medical 2014

Research
•
•

Can each number be specified by a finite text?
Viewer interaction with YouTube videos about hysterectomy recovery

JOURNAL

WIKIPEDIA

Teaching material and case studies
•
•

Acute gastrointestinal bleeding from a chronic cause: a teaching case report
A card game for Bell's theorem and its loopholes

Protocols
•

Does the packaging of health information affect the assessment of its reliability? A randomized controlled trial protocol

Reviews (stand-alone)
•
•

Emotional and Psychological Impact of Interpreting for Clients with Traumatic Histories on interpreters: a review of
qualitative articles
E-extension in Nepal: brief overview in Nepalese agriculture

Full list: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_articles_published_in_peer-reviewed_literature
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
AS A WIKIMEDIAN

WIKIPEDIA PAGES CAN BE SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW
Preprint server

Publication
Public
peer review

PDF

HTML

doi

Citable
Stable
Indexed
Version of record

(WP:JAN)

Highly accessed
Broad readership
Editable and updatable
Wikipedia as preprint

Wikipedia-integration

WikiJSci Editorial Board. (2018). The aims and scope of WikiJournal of Science. WikiJSci 1(1)

Review (submitted from English WP)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A broad introduction to RNA-Seq
A grammatical overview of Yolmo (Tibeto-Burman)
Earth-grazing meteoroid of 13 October 1990
Æthelflæd, Lady of the Mercians
What are Systematic Reviews?
Radiocarbon dating
Western African Ebola virus epidemic

EXAMPLE ARTICLES
WIKIPEDIA → JOURNAL

Images and image galleries → used across WP pages

• Structural Model of Bacteriophage T4
• Eukaryotic and prokaryotic gene structure
• Reference ranges for estradiol, progesterone, luteinizing hormone and folliclestimulating hormone during the menstrual cycle
• Diagram of the pathways of human steroidogenesis

Note: Peer review can sometimes identify serious problems
•
•

Ar

Surface tension (declined)
Ultrasonography of chronic venous insufficiency of the legs (declined)

Review (submitted from Arabic WP)
•

Osman I, father of kings

Full list: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_articles_published_in_peer-reviewed_literature_(W2J)

WHAT CONTENT GETS INTEGRATED INTO WP?
Only review articles and images copied
to Wikipedia
Original research / opinion / speculation sections
cannot be directly copied over to Wikipedia
(WP:OR)
Journal article released by authors under creative
commons license (usually CC BY)
Material integrated into Wikipedia may be edited
by anyone (inc. authors) and will evolve over time
No ownership or page protection sought
(WP:OWN)
Wikipedia community has final say on any
content copied to Wikipedia from the journals
Nothing is forced against consensus on a given
page, it’s merely provided content

Content copied across to Wikipedia
must be close enough to Wikipedia’s
style to be easily edited to meet them
Simple things like numbered figures are easy to
change
Any medical content copied across must meet
additional higher WP:MEDRS and WP:MEDMOS
standards (or close enough to it to be edited to
meet them)
WikiJMed.org/Ethics_statement
WikiJMed.org/Publishing#Author_guidelines
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WHAT ABOUT CONTENT SUBMITTED FROM WP?
When Wikipedia content submitted to the journals for
peer review, there should be clear attribution of material
Submitting author(s) should be a significant contributor to current Wikipedia
page (per Xtools)
All contributors should be attributed: via a hyperlink to the full list included in
the author list (typically as a hyperlinked "et al"). Treated as “Large group
authorship”.
Images / videos / other media: Attribution and license type at end of the
figure legend

Submission of WP articles similar to Good article
and Featured article nomination process
Journal Article Nomination (WP:JAN) is a complementary system, not
competitive
Several pages have been through both processes

Thinking of submitting from
Wikipedia?
We treat all submissions the same
whether they come from a
professor, student or someone
completely unaffiliated with
a university or research institution
No affiliation or expertise required
However, currently we need to use
real names for submitting authors to
comply with ICMJE authorship
definitions
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WHAT ABOUT AS USE AS REFERENCES IN WP?

Can a review article adapted from WP
page be used as a reference in WP?

What about other articles as references?

Probably risks WP:CIRCULAR

As journals build reputation, they should be eligible
(WP:RS) for use as references

However, peer review process reduces the risk

Were considered not yet established enough in 2018
discussions (WP:RSN Archive 243)
However:
• Subsequently COPE registered, SCOPUS indexed etc.
• Open peer review process may help assess on an articleby-article basis
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WIKIDATA
-

We’re also starting to add a lot of detailed metadata to Wikidata
Main subjects
Methods used
Editors and editor roles
Peer reviewers (and specific expertise if anonymous)
E.g.: Q96317242

-

Also experimenting with even more detailed meta data: STARDIT
“Standardised Data on Initiatives” (https://scienceforall.world/stardit)
Detailed description of a project’s inputs and outputs translated to structured data
E.g.: Q101116128

-

Eventually would like to have deeper integration with Scholia and WikiCite
But need data to be more complete to avoid misleading summaries
Part of publishing process may be to update Wikidata on all authors’ and reviewers’ other outputs
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BROADENING THE PROJECT: WIKIMEDIA JOURNAL HOSTING PLATFORM
Host

Wikimedia Sister project

Format

In whole

In part

Example

WikiJournals

PLOS

Features

Single issues?
Single articles?

…

WikiJPre, submit
elsewhere

The Protein
Journal

VE formatting interface compatible with Wikipedia
Expert editors who give free advice and assistance
Specialist tools for facilitating the process (in dev!)
22

z

Part of
wider open
knowledge
ecosystem
Maria Cruz, Ed Bland, Nicole Erber, Jaime Anstee, Guillame Paumier, Suzi Nuzzel – CC BY-SA
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[END]
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PRESENTATION:Current developments in Wikipedia-integrated academic journals
Saturday 14 Aug 15:30 UTC

DISCUSSION:

How can academic journals and the Wikimedia ecosystem better interact?

Saturday 14 Aug 16:00 UTC (Americas + Europe + Africa)
Monday 16 Aug 07:30 UTC (Asia + Pacific)

https://w.wiki/3t5T
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GEOGRAPHY OF EDITORS

https://w.wiki/CWP
5
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SUBMISSION-TO-PUBLICATION TIME

https://w.wiki/3Bsz
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POSSIBLE JOURNAL PARTNERSHIP SYSTEM
-

One-off partnering with subject-specialist journals
Specialist journal: Invite authors, identify peer reviewers
WikiJournal: Advises on Wikipedia policy compliance, readability and formatting

-

Resulting article co-published in specialist journal & WikiJournal

-

Then copied into Wikipedia per ‘journal-first’ model

-

Co-publishing example:
Staniszewska, S., et al. (2017). GRIPP2 reporting checklists: tools to improve reporting of patient and public involvement in
research. Research involvement and engagement, 3(1), 13.
Staniszewska, S., et al. (2017). GRIPP2 reporting checklists: tools to improve reporting of patient and public involvement in
research. British Medical Journal 358(1), j3453
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SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES

-

Academic Journal

Wikipedia

Readership size

Small and brief
Median article - 800 total
Top 5% article - 3000 total

Very large and extended
Median article - 10,000 per year
Top 5% article - 1,000,000 per year

Readership composition

Other academics, often within narrow field

General public as well as experts and professionals

Peer review

Pre-publication, private review by 2-4 subject
specialists

Post-publication public review of a sort by subject
generalists
‘Good article’ - 1 reviewer
‘Featured Article’ - 5-12 reviewers

Reputation

Varies by journal but generally extremely high

Public generally trust
Academics have mixed opinions but improving

Authorship

Small number with relevant, accredited expertise. Large number with mixed expertise levels. Loose
Organised group with lead and corresponding
organisation. Many pseudonymous or anonymous.
authors.

Timeliness

Static
Updated by new publications

Constantly updated
Only one consensus version

Shafee, T. et al. (2017). Evolution of Wikipedia’s medical content: past, present and future. JECH. 71(10)

